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Success Tips

As You Enter…

Pick up a Success Tip card and list 

one way you create a warm inclusive 

classroom.



What is an inclusive classroom?

Imagine a classroom in in which all students 

are fully respected, engaged and flow exists. 

Students are not only open to the ideas of 

others, but realize that there are ways of 

thinking that are different and distinct from their 

own ideas.



Session Highlights

➢Entrance Icebreaker– Success Tips

➢Who are the Millennials

➢Explore the 5 Secrets of Inclusion

➢Learning Audit – Your Turn



Today’s Students





Millennials

▪ Born between 1981-2002

▪ Optimistic about their success; high achievers

▪ Civic minded, but less religious

▪ Masters of Negotiating

▪ Believe it is cool to be a nerd

▪ Individualistic but like to be in groups/teams

▪ Digital natives—plugged in since the age of 4

(pew social trends 2010)





We all should know that diversity makes for a rich tapestry, and we must 

understand that all the threads of the tapestry are equal in value 

no matter what their color.

~Maya Angelou, Diversity Offering a Place for Everyone~



5 Secrets to Create an 

Inclusive Classroom

➢Box Introductions 

➢Keep it Simple - Listen

➢Student Interactions

➢Share Your Story

➢Give the a Say







Student 

Interactions

Create College 

Success

Groups early.

Get Students 

Connected!

Game – I Have, You 

Have



Student Interactions

Hat full of Quotes

• Pull a slip out of the hat bag.

• Read and reflect on your quote.

• Gather with others who pulled 
the same quote (see 
colors)…All similar colors 
gather.

• Discuss quote and share with 
group the best interpretation.



Listen

22222



Guided Journal – Personal Responsibility

By reading and writing about personal responsibility, I have learned that

I am the conductor of my own life. Everything I think or feel is a mindset

and I have a choice!! All throughout high school, I did my assignments

late, or right before class, or whatever it was and managed to still make

very acceptable grades. I never studied for tests or did extra credit, I did

the bare minimum and got used to that. In college now, there are no

teachers pushing to have assignments in their hands or online by the

due date or specific time and it is all on me. I am the conductor of my

college life and I have to encourage myself, reward myself, I have to do

this for me to be successful in life and not have a "victim mindset". My

choice is to take control of my grades, how I dedicate my time to

homework and school and etc. I choose to change my education values

for a positive outcome.

Student







Ginsberg and Wlodkowski stated the our story

narratives have taken a variety of forms. 

Students have created PowerPoint 

presentations with photos ranging from 

grandparents and early family celebrations to 

world travel. The diversity of approaches has 

been as intriguing as the stories (2009). 

Our Story Narratives



Everyone has a story.



We know that students come into our classrooms with a variety of 

culture viewpoints and identities that cannot be checked at the door. A 

positive learning environment in which everyone feels respected and 

included promotes a student’s learning and fosters development of 

their talents. Yes, student learning outcomes are important and must 

be me. However, get to know your students early, listen to them, 

create student success groups where they have an opportunity to work 

in groups. Share  piece of “YOU” with them. You are not a robot. Last, 

but not least, Allow them to have ownership in your class. Give them an 

opportunity of making classroom decisions. So, now you know at least 

five strategies to help create an inclusive classroom not only for 

millennials, but for all students.

Summary
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The sound of silence…cultural responsive teaching

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XYTtcLUWyCU&

feature=youtu.be

<iframe width="560" height="315" 

src="https://www.youtube.com/embed/XYTtcLUWyC

U" frameborder="0" allow="accelerometer; autoplay; 

encrypted-media; gyroscope; picture-in-picture" 

allowfullscreen></iframe>



Everyone has a story.


